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2 Online Public Comment Periods
Consultation Topics

- Capture
- Accountability
- Internationalization

- Financial and Operational Security
- Stability & Security of the Internet’s Unique Identifiers
- Bottom-up model
What we have learnt

The community wants:

- More detail
- Measurable goals
- More time to reflect and react

Result:

- Commission and publication of more detailed information
- Implementation Plan with milestones to be published
- Next consultation: January 2009, background documents available from November 2008
- Over to you – explain in more detail how it could happen

External capture to be addressed
What you can expect from us

DOCUMENTS FOR INFORMATION

1. Legal analysis of creation of an international not-for-profit status organization (“legal presence”)
2. Timetable for publication of more information
3. Draft Implementation Plan

Timeline:

Nov 2008: Publication for information of supporting documents
Jan 2009: Draft Implementation Plan to Board for information, public comments
Feb 2009: Publication of all detailed supporting materials
March 2009: Mexico City meeting, Final Implementation Plan for Board decision